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Abstract: Nowadays no one can deny the importance of human resources as the most valuable asset of 
any organization and its role on the organizations' efficiency. The purpose of the current study is to 
analyze the factors affecting the employees' motivation based on Herzberg’s hygiene factors theory. A 
descriptive survey design has been selected for this study. The aim of this study is practical application 
and the instrument used in this method is a questionnaire designed by the researcher which was 
distributed among a sample size of 147 out of 640 staff working in Golpayegan City Saipa Corporation 
Industrial Complex. Using Cronbach's alpha coefficient, the reliability was calculated to be 0.93. The 
validity was specified by calculating content validity and internal validity. Sample size was also 
determined by stratified random sampling and was calculated by Cronbach's formula. The data was 
calculated in descriptive and inferential statistics by SPSS 18 and AMOS 18. Results show that among 
hygiene factors, salary and wages seem to be in the highest level and has the greatest effects on staff's 
motivation. In their opinion, comparing to other hygiene factors, personal life has the least effect on 
staff's motivation. The other results obtained from this study show that marital status, educational 
level, organizational position and the workplace have been effective on their perception of hygiene 
factors that motivate them. The regression analysis also showed that there is a significant correlation 
between hygiene factors in an error level of 1% and 5%.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Human force is considered the most valuable asset of an organization and different factors affect its 

performance and efficiency. In today's world of non-stop change, in which organizations are competing with all 
their capabilities, a big portion of organization's energy is put into the attention given to staff. Relying on their 
human force inside the organization, today's organizations can improve their activities as much as possible, and 
they can have an active participation in different markets (Foster, 2001). Clearly, to be able to fulfill the duties 
and responsibilities, the organization requires staff with some features such as innovation, good human relations, 
commitment to ethics, being interested in the job and service development, and constant effort 
(Blannie&Radhakrishna, 1991). Nowadays in developing countries, the most important organizations' problem 
is the lack of specialist, and absence of motivation and job satisfaction among staff; in most countries, there is 
no precise and clear definition of human resources management (Babu et al., 1997). 

In Herzberg’s theory, motivation and hygiene factors are two of the most key factors in individuals' 
efficiency, success and failure in organizations. This theory emphasizes that some job factors result in 
satisfaction, while some others may result in dissatisfaction; they will not either be considered the source of 
satisfaction. Some factors cause an increase in individual's motivation and some others play less important roles 
in increased motivation. 

Based on this, the current study is after analyzing effective factors on staff's motivation; this has been done 
according to Herzberg's hygiene factors theory in Golpayegancity Saipa Corporation Industrial Complex. After 
studying the dimensions of hygiene factors in Herzberg’s theory, the study has been continued with proposing 
research hypothesis of the desired pattern; then the role of hygiene factors has been determined by structural 
equation and t-test; hygiene factors has also been ranked in this industrial complex by using Friedman test.  
 
Review of the literature: 

 Motivation is one of the major issues in behavioral sciences and based on the crucial position and 
important role of human resources in achieving the organizational defined goals, this issue has alsolongbeenof 
interest tohuman science and organizationalresearchers.Motivation is a term that has also been referred to as a 
catalyzer or an engine that runs the human forward. Motivation is an issue which has been deeply noticed by 
behavioral sciences scholars and psychologists. It is the organism's internal states that lead the person's behavior 
toward a special goal (Nigel Bassett-Jones, 2005). 
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Basic Motivation Preassumptions: 
Motivation theorists have stated important preassumptions that without taking them into account, 

recognizing the theories of motivation and the importance of these phenomena are impossible; this is because all 
motivation theories were developed based on these preassumptions. 

Threebasic motivation preassumptions consist of: the importance of motivation, motivation framework and 
motivation process (Rezaeian, 2011). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: The effect of motivation, environment and ability on performance (source: Handy, 2008) 
 

Classifications Of Contemporary Motivation Theories: 
In a general categorization of contemporary motivation theories, assumptions are classified into following 

categories: 
endogenous and exogenous theories, behavioral and cognitive theories, content and process 

theories,evolutionary theories and macro theories. 
 
Content And Process Theories: 

In 1970, Campbell et all classified motivation theories into two general categories of content and process 
theories (Campbell, 1976). 
 
Content Theories: 

Content theorists are planning to identify and specify factors which motivate human being to work. To put 
in simple words, content theories are looking for the factors that affect an individual's behavior to work (Andy 
Winterton, 2006).  

Maslow's hierarchy theory, Alderfer theory, Herzberg’s hygiene- motivation theory and X & Y theory are 
placed in this category. 
 
Process Theories: 

These theories take into account the processes of any being and they investigate how the behavior initiated 
and sustained and they also explore the reason for its cessation. Some variables such as the needs, expectations, 
rewards and reinforcements are usually taken into consideration. Process patterns are after finding how these 
variables interact with dependent variables like staff's job satisfaction (Andy Winterton, 2000).  

Adams'equity theory, Victor Vroom's instrumental-attraction and expectancy theory, Porter and Lawlor's 
extension of expectancy theory and Porter's theory of hierarchy of needs are placed in this category.  

 
The Explanation Of Motivation Model Based On Herzberg’s Theory In The Organization: 

One of the most interesting series of studies which focuses on motivational issues has been done by 
Frederick Herzberg (1957). Most managers, though fascinated by his personality and motivation theory, found 
his theory difficult to be applied in their organization (Kafi, 2006).  

This study was conducted by Frederick Herzberg in Pittsburg's Institute of Psychological Services. He 
identified the factors causing satisfaction and dissatisfaction of staff by interviewing 200 engineers and 
accountants of 11 companies. Based on this, he found that factors causing satisfaction are more influenced by 
the nature and inner contentof the job; and factors causing dissatisfaction are more influenced by job external 
factors. He called the first category "motivation factors", and the second one "hygiene factors".  

Hygiene Factors:are factors that their existence prevents loss of motivation, e.g. wages and salary, 
supervision, firm's policies, physical work conditions, relations with peers and job security. 

Motivation Factors:are factors that their existence results in satisfaction and motivation, while their non-
existence doesn't cause dissatisfaction, e.g. promotion opportunities, growth opportunity, advancement 
opportunity, increased responsibility, recognition and fame (Nigel Bassett-Jones, 2005). 

Motivation 

Ability Environment Performance 
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Hygiene Factors: 
In traditional theories of motivation, these factors can be found in the theories of scientific management. 

Based on these theories, managers believe workers suffer from an inherent inaction and laziness and that they 
can be stimulated to produce more only through money and financial factors.Based on this, staff's motivation 
enhancement was purely possible by increased wages and benefits that would result in more production rate; 
hence the model of economic man is obtained from this theory. Contemporary theories of motivationwill only 
take into account those independent variables affecting motivation that are controlled by external factors. 

Hygiene factors that are investigated in this study consist of the following: 
Salary and wages, job security, organizational policies, supervision practices and relations with authorities, 

relations with peers, work conditions and personal life (Herzberg, 1959). 
 

Salary and Wages: 
The main reason human involves himself in economic activities is to earn money and satisfy his 

physiological needs and support his family. Naturally, everyone needs food, clothing, shelter and other basic 
requirements; these requirements in today's societies are often supplied by paying the price for that. Payments 
are often seriously scheduled in such a way that in most cases, like mortgage, rent, transportation services, and 
other charges, they are paid monthly and if there is delay in their payment, the person would face strongly 
negative treatments. If staff's salary payments do not follow a fixed principle and they are not paid within a 
certain time, this will disturb their peace and their relation with the job will break off. Based on many studies, 
this is one of the main hygiene factors and is ranked the first (Marjolen, 2003). 

Hypothesis I:Salary and wages influences the motivation of Golpaygan city Saipacorporation industrial 
complex’s Staff. 
 
Personal life: 

Employees in organizations are facing different problems in their personal lives; below someof these 
problemshave been cited: 

Having various problems in their personal life, trying to make a balance between personal life and the job 
they have chosen for their livelihood, reaching an agreement with family about the person's job, and the person's 
marital status. In everyone's life, there are three main areas that the person should be able to handle them 
simultaneously and prefer none to the other; these are job, family and personal matters. The main issue about it 
is that there isn't always enough time and opportunity available to coordinate all the three areas. If employees 
can dominate at least the two main areas of their lives, it can be said that they enjoy an acceptable life situation. 
Employees should seek activities that have the greatest relevance, consistency and authenticity to their ability 
and capacity (Pirzadian, 2005). 

Hypothesis II:Personal life influences the motivation of Golpayegan city Saipacorporation industrial 
complex’s staff. 
 
Work Conditions: 

Often for the employees to easily work and have high efficiency in their workplace, they are required to be 
placed in a healthy environment, both physically and psychologically. Anappropriate environment should be 
provided in the workplace. These indexes can be mentioned in providing an appropriate workplace:  

‐ Low level of human emissions such as noise, dust, etc. 
‐ Safe working environment 
‐ Absence of potential context for any workplace accidents 
‐ Appropriacy and regularity of work tools 
‐ Being dominated by environmental management systems such as ISO 14000, etc. (Kolins, 2005) 
HypothesisIII:Work conditions influences the motivation of Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial 

complex’s staff. 
 
Supervision And Relations With Authorities: 

Hawthornestudies conducted in Western Electric Company which were followed byElton Mayo indicated 
the effect of groupwork,supervision performanceandrelationships withauthoritiesonstaff's motivation andjob 
satisfaction. 

The mainduties ofmanagers aretrappedin the realm ofhuman relations. Human relations includeallrelationsa 
person has with his peers due to work requirements. Effective managementis what makes the most of 
individuals' talents, thoughts, ideas and abilities. In organizations,supervisorsplaya key roleinmotivatingstaff; so 
paying attention to their position and the role of association with others in supervision is considered an essential 
issue. 
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In general, supervisor is liaison betweenthe managerand staff, and vice versa. The term "supervision" is 
oftenused to refer to leadingthestaffto theirdaily activities. Supervision and control can also be considered as the 
process for monitoring the activities to make sure they are done according to the schedules (Robbins, 2005). 

Staff's behavior is heavily influenced bysupervision and managers' relationships with authorities. Therefore, 
managers are going to see staff's motivation and efforts, if they deal withthe positiveaspects of staff,rather 
thanonly considering their problems. This is possible if they implicitly trust the realization ofoverall objectives 
and they clearly state their opinions and put their heart and soul into work (Pirzadian, 2005). 

Hypothesis IV: Supervision and relations with authorities influencethe motivation of Golpayegan city 
Saipa corporation industrial complex’s staff. 
 
Relations With Peers: 

Relations help toensure theattainment ofbeliefs,attitudesand sharedvalues. Developing a shared 
understandingof theorganization's goals also creates unity and solidaritybetweendifferentgroups.  

Transferring required data to the staffshouldnot be considered adifficulty or burden, but a chance. Good 
relations are likelyto enhanceperformance and efficiencyandthey are also effective in increasing individuals' 
commitment to the organization. Relationship plans, if properly managed, can release energy, enthusiasm and 
ideas; if relationship plans don’t exist, this energy will probably beextinguished. Therefore, specific needs of a 
business will be met if weemphasizethe support of its results and individuals' performance and if we createa 
specific set of culture and valuefor the company and if we improve individuals' work (Armstrong, 2004). 

Relations in group or organization have fourmain functions: control, motivation, expression of feeling and 
information transfer (Robbins, 2010). 

Hypothesis V:Peers relations influence the motivation of Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial 
complex’s staff. 
 
Organization's Policies: 

Policies are the same constant guidelines about the kind of approach that the organization plans to apply for 
its human resources. These policies actually define philosophies and values about how to deal with human 
resources.Several principles are elicited from this definition that the managers are expected to act upon these 
principles when dealing with issues related to human resources. Thus, organizational policies as reference 
pointsare served todevelop the process of making decisions about human resources and designing employment-
related actions(Armstrong, 2009). 

Organizational policies can be stated as general manifests of organization's values. 
Hypothesis VI:Organizational policies influence the motivation of Golpayegan city Saipa corporation 

industrial complex’s staff. 
 
Job Security: 

When talked about job security, everyone imagines that individuals should enjoy formal and stable 
employment to let their job security be ensured, while this definition suffers from the inadequacy that the staff's 
thoughts about progress anddevelopmentwill gradually recede. What is meant by job security is toprovidea 
situation for the individual to be reinforced, so thatthe organization becomes dependent upon the 
person'sexpertiseand capabilities, and his expertiseand capabilities are also required outside organization. 

Dimensions ofjob securitythatareachievedthrough thedevelopment and support ofhuman resources include: 
Specialized empowerment, courageand action empowerment,empowerment inexperience learning, job 

satisfaction enhancement, empowermentinbehavioral skills, enablingbehavioralskills,thinking 
empowerment,empoweringthe employees in their work ethicsand conscientious (Soltani, 2000) 

Hypothesis VII:Job security influences the motivation of Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial 
complex’s staff. 
 
Background: 

Abozed et al.(2010) have conducted a research titled "the effect of work environment factors on motivation 
in transferring management efforts in Oil industry of Libya". Therefore,the aimof thisstudy was to investigatethe 
influence ofwork environment factorsonthe motivationto transfertrainingthrough a proposed frameworkthat 
relates the staff's perception of work environment factors to effective training strategies. The 
researchfindingsshowthatseven factorsareeffective in work environmentinmotivatingstaff; they consist of 
feedback, peers' support, supervisors'support, honesty about changes, personalpositive outcomes, 
personalnegative outcomes and banning supervisors.  

In a study onIrishhealthsystemmanagers in order to investigate the motivation and hygiene factors, 
Mickbeal (2008) showed that motivationalrequirements are higher thanthe average levelinfour 
dimensions(responsibility, growthand advancement, recognition and appreciation). Also, a comparison between 
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motivation and hygiene factors demonstrated thatthe effect of motivational requirements wasgreaterthan 
hygienerequirements. 

Fischer's (2000) qualitative research conducted inthe Department of Healthin South Africa on some 
supervisors showed that the effect of motivation factors has been greater than hygiene factors; in the other 
words, motivation factors (responsibility, growthand advancement, recognition and appreciation) has a better 
impact on supervisors rather than hygiene factors (Salaries andbenefits,suppliesand equipment, workplace 
conditions, social relationships among individuals, appropriatemanagement andthe nature of work). 
 
Desired Pattern In The Study: 

After reviewing the literature and proposing desired assumptions in this study, the desired pattern can be 
shown in figure (2). 

 

 
Fig.  2: desired pattern in the study 

 
Methodology: 

The current study is based on descriptive-survey of field branch and the aim of the study is practical 
application. To collect data, questionnaires developed by the researcher have been used; the Cronbach's alpha 
coefficient for hygiene factors is 93%. All staff working in Golpayegan City Saipa Corporation Industrial 
Complex are involved in the population and the population size is 640. Stratified random sampling 
corresponding to the mass is used in a way that by an initial pilot study of the population, conducting basic 
calculations and using Cochran's formula for determining sample size, a sample size of 147 has been determined 
and 100% of the questionnaires have been returned to be studied. To process the elicited data from 
questionnaires and study research hypotheses, this study has used SPSS 18 and Amos 18. 

 
Testing Conceptual Model Of Study: 

Structural equationmodeling offactorsrelated tohealth. 
Aftercalculatingstructural equation modelingbyAmos 18, the initial modelofstudy related to hygiene 

factorswas confirmed. The confirmed structuralequation modeling is shownin figure (3). 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: confirmed structural equation modeling related to hygiene factors 
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HF= hygiene factors, WC= work conditions, PL= personal life, WR= wages and rewards, JS= job 
security, OP= organizational policies, RP= relations with peers, SR= supervisory practices and relations with 
authorities 

Theregressionweights and the effect size of each variable inconfirmed structural equation modelingis 
represented intable(1). 
 
Table 1: regression weights related to hygiene factors in confirmed structural equation 

Level of significanceEstimationRelations between variables 
*** 1.000 Motivation → wages and rewards 

*** 0.268Motivation → personal life 
*** 0.857 Motivation → work conditions 
*** 1.261Motivation → supervisory practices and relations with authorities 
*** 0.811 Motivation → relations with peers 
*** 0.738Motivation → organization's policies 
*** 1.168 Motivation → job security 

In table (1), the level of significance for all aspects of hygiene factors show that hygiene factormeasurementmodelis acceptable (P <0.05). 
Therefore no chance has been made in this model. 
 
Table 2: Indicatorsofgoodness of fitfor the model of effects of hygiene factors on staff's motivation  

Index Type Indexes Standard index Value index in model Result 

Absolute 
CMIN --- 17.218 Goodness of fit 

P-Value more than 0.05 0.070 Goodness of fit 

Comparative 
TLI more than 0.9 0.969 Goodness of fit 
CFI more than 0.9 0.985 Goodness of fit 

Parsimonious 
RMSEA less than 0.08 0.070 Goodness of fit 

CMIN/DF less than 5 1.722 Goodness of fit 
 
According to table (2) and based on the indicatorsofgoodness of fit, the structural equationmodelfor the 

effectiveness of hygiene factors on staff's motivation is of good fit; all indicators are in accordance with 
determined standards. Therefore the model has been confirmed. 
 
Testing Research Hypotheses: 

Totestthe researchhypotheses,statisticalhypothesesbelowareintended: 
  (Hygiene factors influence staff's motivation) 
 (Hygiene factors don't influence staff's motivation) 

 
 

One-samplet-test resultsinpresented in Table(3): 
 

Table 3: one-sample t-test for hygiene factors affecting staff's motivation 

Test Value = 3  
95% Confidence Interval of the 
DifferenceMean Difference Sig df T  

Upper Lower
1.3017 1.05431.7180.000146 18.819 Wages and rewards 
0.3233 0.15620.239800.000146 5.672 Personal life 
0.9073 0.66070.784010.000146 12.563 Work conditions 

.2267 0.9365 1.08163 0.000 146 14.734 
Supervisory practices 
and relations with 
authorities 

1.0385 0.80280.920630.000146 15.441 Relations with peers 
1.0372 0.79950.918370.000146 15.268 Organizational policies 
1.2121 0.91711.064630.000146 14.267 Job security 

 
It is concluded from table (3) that the average score of hygiene factors variable is significantly different 

from 3, (p�0.05). In fact, the average score for hygiene factors variable is greater than 3. Therefore it is 
concluded that hygiene factors motivate staff in a higher level. 
 
Ranking of hygiene factors influencing staff's motivation in Golpayegancity Saipacorporation industrial 
Complex: 

 (There is no significant difference between hygiene factors and staff's motivation.) 
 (There is a significant difference between hygiene factors and staff's motivation.) 
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Friedman test was used to rank the hygiene factors that affect the motivation of staff working in 
Golpayegancity Saipacorporation industrial complex. The results have been shown in tables (3) and (4). 
 
Table 4: Friedman Test 

Level of sigdf2χ N 
0.006198.838 147 

 
As the significance level of the test is smaller than 0.05, H1 is confirmed; therefore Friedman test can be 

used to rank hygiene factors influencing staff's motivation. 
 
Table 5: Prioritizehygiene factorsinfluencingstaff's motivation working in Golpayegancity saipacorporation industrial complex 

Average rankHygiene Factors Rank 
5.00Wages and rewards 1 
4.68Job security 2 
4.67Supervisory practices and relations with authorities 3 

4.08 Organizational policies 4 
3.95Relations with peers 5 

3.58 Work conditions 6 
2.04Personal life 7 

 
The test results show that wages and rewards with an averagescore of 5 is ranked first in staff's viewpoint. 

The staff believe that among hygiene factors affecting motivation, wages and rewards is the most effective one; 
personal life is ranked the lowest with an average score if 2.04. 
 
Studying The Correlationbetween Aspectsofmulti-Dimensionalvariables: 

Inthissection, the researcher has evaluatedthecorrelation betweenhygienefactorsbyPearson correlation 
coefficient. 
 
Table 6: correlation coefficient between dimensions of hygiene factors 

Job security
 O
rganizational

policies
 

Supervisory practices

W
ork conditions

 

R
elations w

ith peers
 

P
ersonal life

 

W
ages and rew

ards
 

Aspects of hygiene factors 

- - - - - - 1 Wages and rewards 

- - - - - 1 0.162* Personal life 

- - - - 1 0.327*1
0 

0.554** 
0 Work conditions 

- - - 1 0.635** 
0 0.270**0 0.770** 

0 Supervisory practices 

- - 1
 0.607**

0 
0.509**

0 
0.346**

0 
0.437** 

0 Relations with peers 

- 1 0.559**
0

 
0.419**

0 
0.426**

0 
0.262**

0 
0.305** 

0 Organizational policies 

1
 0.582** 

0 
0.522**

0 
0.679**

0 
0.509**

0
 

0.217**
0 

0.651** 
0 Job security 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-sided).  
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-sided).  

 
According to table (5): 

There is a significant correlation between dimensions of hygiene factors at the 0.01 error level (confidence 
level of 99%). 

There is a significant correlation between dimensions of hygiene factors at the 0.05 error level (confidence 
level of 99%). 

 
Discussion And Conclusion: 

This studyhas been conducted to analyzes thefactors that influence staff working at Golpayegan City Saipa 
Corporation Industrial Complex based onhygiene factors in Herzberg'stheory. The results showed that: 

- Based on obtained goodness of fitindices, it canbe understood that structural equation modeling for the 
effects of hygienefactorson staff's motivationenjoysagoodfit and all obtained indices are in accordance with 
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determined standards and the initialresearchmodel which was calculated through thestructural 
equationmodeling, has beenapproved. Here,the model of significant levelofhygienefactorsindicates thatthe 
model of evaluating hygiene factors is acceptable.  

- Utilizing t-test, it can beconcludedthatthe averagescore forallhygiene factors variableshas 
asignificantdifference of 3; thissuggests thatthese factorsresultedina high levelof motivationon Golpayegancity 
Saipacorporation industrial complex's staff.  

- Hygienefactorswereranked usingFriedmantestandit was foundoutthatsalary and wages withthe mean 
scoreof5 was ranked thehighest, as it had the greatest impactonstaff'smotivation; job security, supervisory 
practices, relations withauthorities, organizationalpolicies, relationships with peers,work conditionsandpersonal 
lifehavehad the mosttothe leastimpactonemployees' motivationrespectively. 

- Using Pearson correlation coefficient, itwasdetermined thatin theerrorlevelof1%and5, there is a 
significant difference betweenhygienefactors dimensions. 

The resultsobtained inthisstudyare in consistent withresults obtained instudies 
ofMickbeal(2008)andFischer(2000),while it's not in agreement with thefindings of Abozed'sstudy(2011); 
accordingtohim, feedbackhadthe greatest impact onemployees'motivation. In MickbealandFischer's study, salary 
and fringe benefitshavethe greatest impact onemployees'motivation; in this study also, salary and wages 
amongotherhygienefactorshave the greatest impactonthe motivation of Golpayegancity Saipacorporation 
industrial complex's staff. 
 
Suggestions: 

Thefindingsofthis studymaysuggest the followings: 
- Based on the priority order of respondents'viewpoints about hygiene factorsthat affectsemployees' 

motivation, "salary and wages, job securityandsupervisory practices, and relationship with theauthorities" have 
been thethree major factorsaffecting motivation of Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial complex's staff. 

- Management's attention to salary and fringe benefits, job securityandsupervisory practices, and 
relationship with theauthorities not only will prevent dissatisfactionand loss ofemployees' motivation, but it also 
enhances their job satisfactionand motivation. Therefore managers ofdifferent firms working inthisindustrial 
complex can cause employees' motivation by timely payment ofwages and benefits,paying staffbased ontheir 
performanceand merit,providingjob security in organization,supervisionandappropriaterelationshipswith 
employeesin the organization; these will also result in providing morediligentand creativestaff. Since the rate of 
salary and wages of integrated companies in Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial complex all around 
the nation should follow the rulesofclassification andevaluationplan forMinistry of Industry's affiliated 
companies and since the annualincrease insalary and wages isalsosubject tocouncilapprovals and 
generalprinciplesof labor law, wagerateandtherise and fallofit  is almost beyond companies' authority and 
power; knowing this, Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial complex's staff declared their dissatisfaction 
about their salary and wages and ranked it first among factors affecting motivation. Accordingto 
investigationsontheprovisions ofpayments and wages for Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial 
complex's staff, it was found that their salary and wages consist of two parts; base salary, and innovative salary 
and benefits. Basesalarylevelsinclude exactly what has been announced by the Labor Supreme Councilandthe 
rules and regulationsofthe Ministryof Industry's jobclassification andevaluation; this means Golpayegan city 
Saipa corporation industrial complex has no role onits specification.But in thesecond part ofthe provisions 
oflaw,i.e. motivational salary and benefits, twoextracases of attracting andhousingallowancesexist that the 
amount ofmoneyfor both of them are now the same as what have been allotted by provisionsofjob 
classificationplanand Work Council. However, it is recommended thatthe totalsalary and wages ofemployees be 
restored inany possible way.Implementing motivationalschemes,such asindividual,groupand 
organizationalmotivation plans, will result in an increase in their morale and motivation.   

- Based on the priority order of respondents'viewpoints about hygiene factorsthat affectemployees' 
motivation, "relations with peers, work conditionandpersonal life" has respectively the least impact on 
motivation of Golpayegan city Saipa corporation industrial complex's staff. Of course, this doesn't imply that the 
mentioned factors are unimportant, rather it shows the importanceof thesethree factorscomparing to 
otherhygienefactors. Therefore, managers of companies working in this industrial complex can provide 
appropriate context in order to motivate their staff by the following practices: providing appropriate conditions 
in order to make relationshipsbetweenemployeesin the formof organization's rules andregulations, striking 
balanceand equilibriumbetween existing conditionsinworkplace and staff's physical and psychological features, 
improvingphysicalwork conditions, such as providing appropriate space, temperature, lighting and toolsto suit 
thecapacity ofthe staff, considering various dimensions of staff's personal life and designing properplanstosolve 
thepersonal problemsof staff. 

- According to theresults ofregression analysis, there is a highcorrelationbetween thedimensions 
ofhygienefactors; therefore, it has been suggested that managers of companies working in Golpayegan city 
Saipa corporation industrial complex,consider all these factorstogether and try to provide all of them in order to 
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motivate their staff, since lack of attention tosome of thesefactorscausesadverse impacton otherfactors and 
makes some problems managersand authoritiesintheir efforts in other aspects. 

- Regarding the influence of marital status, education level, organizational position and the workplace of 
staff on their perception of hygiene factors influence on their motivation, it has been recommended that 
managers andauthorities have proper and careful planning in the mentioned cases and utilize them 
asanopportunitytoimproveand promotetheir organization according to the company's potentialities. 
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